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A Public Safety Town-hall Meeting in Linda
Vista was held May 27, featuring new Police
Chief Shelley Zimmerman and City Council
Page One Member Scott Kersey. 5 Police

Captains were also present. My reason for
attending is that at the Ocean Beach meeting,
there were many homeless issues complained
about, and no one from the homeless attending
to answer questions. (We need a third rubber
tent, in Ocean Beach, of course, but you
already know that.)
Chief Zimmerman and Councilman Kersey are
sharp, well-educated, good public speakers,
and great at Public Relations, but I give them
an "F" at understanding and dealing with
homelessness. Kersey did say that our
present system is nothing but a revolving door
of temporary housing versus being back on the
streets, so he does understand somewhat. The
Border, Navy, and Cabal (Mafia) control of the
News Media make San Diego a very unique
place.
Both Kersey and Zimmerman seem to ignore
the fact that those on the sidewalk are only a
tiny fraction of the homeless, who could not
find anything better at that one specific instant.
It changes every minute, with an entirely
different group 2 hours later. The "Sidewalk
Rotation" of San Diego's 310,000 homeless
needs to be addressed, or we are only looking
at a single frame of a movie, not the whole
picture, much like San Diego County's "PointIn-Time" count, which is entirely useless at
determining the actual number of homeless.
Kersey said that something like 70% of the
homeless have drug, alcohol, or mental illness
problems, which sounds a lot like San Diego
County propaganda, and is nowhere near true.
We have housing problems, which expand
into storage and transportation problems. All
of these lead directly to Mental Health
problems, which can be delayed or abated
some by the use of drugs or alcohol to cope
with them. These "escapes" will eventually fail,
resulting in mental illness, followed by suicide.
Once mentally ill, the problem is terminal, as
there is absolutely no treatment nor cure for
mental illness caused by being homeless.
None. Yes, there are fake and rigged studies
trying to prove otherwise. Just buy 30 more
rubber tents. Page Two

Escape substitutes may be used in place of
drugs or alcohol to slow down the onset of
mental illness, such as television, movies,
sports, video games, or even hard work. Even
then, these escapes will eventually fail and
permanent mental illness will result. Hard work
is probably the best escape, because it
teaches values that society honors.
Chief Zimmerman spoke of her great faith in
HOT (Homeless Outreach Team) and SIP
(Serial Inebriate Program), which proves that
she is entirely out-of-touch with reality on the
homeless issue. (See how these programs
abuse the homeless regarding Mental
Health, elsewhere in this issue.) We are not
having an input on these programs, nor have
we been successful at educating those who
deal with the homeless, unfortunately. The
Real Estate Media purport lies that are
accepted as truth, and believed by our
hypnotized sheep population in San Diego, but
that is no reason to have those professionals
dealing with the homeless become sheep, too.

The Chief dodged a question on the difference
between Homelessness and Vagrancy, which
is unlawful homelessness, because there is no
such thing as Vagrancy in a city that has
become a giant homeless camp, like San
Diego, with our 200,000 homeless of 1.3
million residents. 1 in 7 is homeless, about
15%, five times higher than anywhere else in
the world per capita. Compare this to New
York City or Los Angeles with 2.5% homeless.
Weather can account for 60% more homeless,
but not 500%, and besides, Los Angeles has
the same weather. To oppose the antihomeless Cabals will require Cabals of our
own. On the positive side, we need not
explain to a Jewish police chief the importance
of Cabals, nor do we need to make a huge
case of why the San Diego Police Department
needs to eliminate some of the Nazi rhetoric
and direct quotes from Adolph Hitler on their
police website. We tried unsuccessfully to get
the Nazi Hitler quotes eliminated by Chief
Lansdowne, but now we are asking this of a
Jewish police chief, and Jews are traditionally
not big fans of quoting Hitler.
See
www.NZ9F.com/Police.

The MAPSS (Metropolitan Association of
Providers of Social Services) met May 28
with 23 present, which is average. • The main
topic of discussion was StreetLinks, an
educational program for service providers,
which will be held on July 23 or 30. • Gilbert
Jiminez of San Diego Co. said that free bus
passes are now available for those receiving
both Cal-Fresh (also called Food Stamps,
SNAP, and EBT) and General Relief. See any
Social Worker, and this is a brand-new
program. • Telephone numbers for local
health, 1-877-SD-HEALTH and for legal aid, 1877-LEGAL-AID in San Diego County. • The
Homeless Cabal is complaining about way too
much blood and semen in the food given to
poor people, causing them to become mentally
ill. • The presentation was on Social
Advocates for Youth, SAY San Diego. 800
work there, serving Ocean Beach, Pacific
Beach, Clairemont, and vicinities ONLY. SAY
helps to abate child abuse, child alcoholism
and drug abuse, mental health problems,
housing problems, and employment problems.
Its most popular program is called Family Self
Sufficiency,
which
identifies
individual
strengths, makes employment referrals, finds
food and housing, and results in employment
with social and financial competence. 858565-4148
or
www.SAYSanDiego.Org.
Funded by San Diego County. •
The Girls Think Tank, Coalition For Basic
Dignity, did NOT meet on June 5 as
scheduled.

Letters From Readers:
Hi John, Thanks for sending your News
Letter. Mayor Filner contacted Alpha Project
(the concentration Camp) shelter for me
because Alpha Project stated I was NOT
ALLOWED to bring my licensed SERVICE
DOG to the homeless shelter. Mayor Filner
also set me up with VA Mission Valley
Regional for me to TRY to get the benefits
which I am entitled to. Mayor Filner was
walking down the Street during his House
arrest period. I thanked him for trying to help us
"little Guys". Page Three

The billions of dollars allocated to help
veterans, seniors, fire victims, DV (Domestic
Violence) victims, injured workers, disabled
veterans, etc., are lining the bank accounts of
these self serving non-profits - like PATH, Civic
San Diego, Downtown Partners, Family Justice
Centers, etc., etc. Once they get funding, they
hire minimum wage employees to pass the
buck to other self serving Non-Profits. If you
push them for any benefit, they get VERY
ANGRY and say you are crazy.
Channel 10 News did MY STORY (1999) about
working on the Parsky Ranch (in 1997) and
being fired for reporting my work Injury. I
had a voice activated tape recorder in my
pocket, so everything was memorialized on the
audio. Little did I know how far the Parsky's
would go to destroy me for telling the TRUTH
and catching them in a Provable lie. I am
pretty sure you have an idea who Gerald
Parsky is because you e-mailed me a while
back that this is done to hundreds of thousands
of people.
NO ONE CARES

Reply:

I will not identify you, so that I can
comment on your case. As a Female Veteran,
you are entitled to benefits even if DOD has
lost your files, which is very common. CIA has
duplicate copies. Your physical handicaps
have not deterred you, as I have seen you in
the meetings, wheelchair and all. You have
even greater transportation problems than
most homeless. Your legal case for damages
against a Knight (Godfather Parsky) is
probably impossible because our legal system
is too corrupt to be able to present a case
against the Bar (Mafia). Many of us have the
same problem. I question why you would work
for him, because if he cheats you or you are
injured, that is just too bad. Maybe you did not
know. It is Society in general, and not Parsky
specifically, that my "hundreds of thousands of
victims" refers to, by the way.
Your biggest problem is your Bipolar Disease,
but everyone has at least some of that. In your
case, it makes you impossible to communicate
with, because you write and talk non-stop,
going way out into completely unrelated
topics. No one can stand to listen to you nor

read what you write. Not your fault, caused by
all of the victimization that society forced upon
you. It can be treated and cured.
In addition, you are a victim of psychiatric
abuse, which is what happens when a victim of
society finds out that they are one. Society
tries to say that they are mentally incompetent,
rather than being a victim, and feeds them
drugs to control them. Some of the control
drugs are in the food fed to poor people, and
others are administered by quack
psychiatrists. It supposedly helps you by
making you too spaced-out and incoherent to
be a problem for anyone, and this supposedly
hides your victimization from you, too. In any
case, all of this makes it really tough to get any
justice. Almost every homeless has a similar
story to tell about how they got that way. Mine
is at Package B,
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
Package_B.115130325.pdf. We are all
victims.
Since you have chosen to fight as opposed to
becoming a vegetable and opting out of reality,
you will need to do a few things to recover.
First, the ONLY psychiatric medicines
appropriate are Strattera and/or Prozac.
(Welbutrin can be substituted for Prozac.)
Everything else interferes with reality. Second,
you need to stop eating the free food, and cook
your own meals, or acquire Spirituality
privileges, preferably both. You understand
the process, but those who do not must learn
at www.NZ9F.com/Gnosis, which is also in
Package A at
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
Package_A.115130053.pdf. The chances are
that the "Mormon Prison For The Poor" where
you live will permit none of those. Tijuana?
Your physical handicaps prevent this, or make
it very difficult.
In writing, use Word and count the number of
actual words that you use. A word counter is in
the lower left of the screen. Limit yourself to
350 words in a letter to a government or
nonprofit, 200 to the media, and 150 to a
friend. Another thing that helps is to learn to
Tweet on Twitter, which limits your length. The
reason that you talk and write constantly is for

love or attention (same thing) as a result of
how "Spiritual" the "prison" food is that you
eat. I have said that I would rather kill myself
than live in an institution, and that is why.
Above all that, continue to fight, continue to
attend meetings representing the disabled
female homeless veterans, and continue to
know and represent the truth. Avoid the
escapes of alcohol, dope, video games,
movies and television, the internet news, and
similar. Your “escape”, like mine, is to force
society to provide better treatment for those
who were wronged, like you were. That helps
keep you sane.
Dr. John Kitchin, Psychologist, advising as the
Pagan Bishop, Gnostic Brotherhood of the
United States

Result:
She is in denial about her diagnosis, and sends
me a 16,000 word diatribe. So, she is beyond
help. I had to block her from further
communications, but there may be hope (read
on). Step One is to identify whether or not the
person can be helped at all, and then by you
(?) or a referral? If the person refuses help,
game over. If no one in the world can help
(such as in such a refusal), then all help
becomes a waste of time, plus very frustrating.
If she has passed the point where Bipolar
Disease becomes Schizophrenia, then there is
no return, treatment, therapy, correction, drug,
nor help. She will then continue to be a huge
pain-in-the-ass, and proud of it. Many quacks
say that there is treatment for Schizophrenia,
but that is ridiculous, and designed to make
money for snake-oil salesmen. All of these
"cures" follow the same pattern: Take people
who are NOT Schizophrenic, diagnose them as
Schizophrenic, and then "cure" them using
your "wonder" procedure or drug. Seen it daily
for years.
She claims she has PTSD, but that only lasts 3
years, not since 1997. She also claims brain
damage, but can coherently write a letter if her
BPD (Bipolar Disease) doesn't get in the way
Page Four and make it a new 30,000 page

encyclopedia. The meeting with Police Chief
Zimmerman, in the Meetings section of this
issue, featured a low-tech tool for dealing with
BPD. Everybody got a 4 x 6 index card to ask
their question. One man asked for 6. No dice.
If she can accept her correct diagnosis, there
may be hope. Not my department. And, I get
no money for this stuff, although Yahoo! once
paid me for on-line psychology.

OTHER PEOPLE:

GEORGE

Extremely involved for life with promoting
Jesus and religion, he ultimately found
ministers having sex with children, blowing
huge wads of donated money on whorehouses
and casinos, using a lot of dope, and laughing
about all the bible-believing "suckers". He
eventually became Gnostic (which means he
learned about all the blood and semen that
religious people add to food to control
everyone) but was still seeing demons, hearing
voices from God, and many more delusions.
Schizophrenic due to Religious Abuse. No
treatment nor cure, but 20 years of antireligious therapy (including having his blood
and semen in the food of others) and drugs like
Prozac and Strattera, may regain him 40% of
his mental faculties, enough to be employable.
He will then begin life at Age 50, 60%
diminished mentally. Extremely common case.
I see him all the time, looking for help.

HILDA
Hilda became a friend of mine, a cute 20-yearold unlawful immigrant from Ecuador. She was
originally trafficked into Tijuana by a White
Slavery Cartel, but escaped. She became
addicted to crack cocaine in the process, but
eventually was "rescued" by Jehovah's
Witnesses, who invited her to live with them
and heal. They controlled her every thought,
and shamed her continuously, feeding her so
much control-dope in her food that she
committed suicide about 30 days after joining
the group. I miss her.

PEAS - Strike One, Two, and Three

Let's say we have a shipment of 6 million peas.
One third are rotting and not fit to eat. We take
a sample of 9 peas, examine them, throw out
the 3 rotten ones, place the 6 good peas in the
sample back into the shipment with the
5,999,991 other peas, and ship them. Right?
We take a sample of less than 1% of our
homeless population in San Diego County,
weed out the "bad" ones, and proclaim all else
to be okay. The RTFH, Regional Task Force
on the Homeless, of San Diego County
Government, does this annually. The "bad
peas" get imprisoned in an institution for the
poor, such as PATH or the San Diego Rescue
Mission, until they become mentally ill. Then,
they will need help for life, which makes lots of
business for the institution. Think I'm joking?
Read my analysis to follow. I am actually
being kind and pragmatic!

STRIKE 3 - Introduction
Strike One: I originally wrote a lengthy
thousands-of-pages long analysis of how I
became victimized by society and the Bar, as
an adjunct of my wanting $2 billion in
damages. It was so scathing that the Literary
Agent assigned to evaluate it committed
suicide. I destroyed all copies. Another work
that I destroyed (Strike Two) was a lengthy
article on the San Diego County Mental Health
System and how it is used to destroy, silence,
intimidate,
harass,
and
permanently
incapacitate people. The reason I destroyed
the article is that I was afraid of causing the
closure of all State Mental Health facilities,
which it had the potential to do.
I toned down my articles, and now Strike One
is part of Package B, obtainable at
NZ9F.com/PDF, but it is missing 99% of its
material. Strike Two, about Mental Health
Abuse, is being toned down and reprinted
(different article) below. Strike Two was
actually censored out of the San Diego
Homeless News in 2011. It now becomes my
Strike Three, presenting only 15% of the
horrors, to make it readable. I’ve not been in a
Mental Hospital since studying to be a
Psychologist...until one day... Page Five

STRIKE 3
A few years ago, I had a scathing speech to
deliver to the San Diego City Council, and
made the mistake of publishing an advanced
copy in my web blog. I also talked about my
upcoming suicide, which is probably inevitable,
eventually. No hurry. As soon as I entered
City Hall for the meeting, I was arrested on a
“5150” Hold, “Danger to Self or Others”,
handcuffed, and subjected to the tortures that
involve the Mental Health Abuse Process
these days. I am glad it happened, because it
taught me that what I learned as a Psychology
graduate student, and even as a Professor,
needs a lot of correcting.
The ambulance driver made it clear that
suicide is available, but only if you keep it a
secret. Talk about it, and you get tortured. I
was given a cell at County Psychiatric on
Taylor St., never interviewed, and they wanted
to give me some Valium. Since I do not like
trancs, nor being high, I refused, so they
secretly put it into some chicken that I was fed
for lunch. I am supposed to be tested for blood
pressure and blood sugar, and given
medicines for that, but County usually missed
both testing and medications, making my blood
pressure and blood sugar go haywire and
causing me a lot of distress. They kept
wanting to send me to a different facility, paid
for by insurance instead of the County. I
balked, but eventually allowed them to send
me elsewhere. Bad mistake, because as bad
as County is, Promise Behavioral Hospital was
even worse.
From the beginning, everybody kept looking for
a drug or alcohol problem, neither of which I
have, so they were constantly taking blood and
urine samples, and even breathalyzer tests.
Try to tell them that I am “high” on excessive
blood pressure and excessive blood sugar,
because they have my medicines so messed
up.
Promise Hospital tries to addict everyone to
cigarettes, providing unlimited free smokes for
those who follow orders and obey. I do not
smoke, have never smoked cigarettes, and am

extremely allergic to tobacco smoke from
cigarettes (although not from cigars, with some
exceptions). None for me.
The food was so loaded with human blood and
semen that it made me very sick, and made
me somewhat crazy as well, which is very
normal. They got upset when I wouldn’t eat it,
and when I got a really bad case of diarrhea,
they refused to give me medicine for that. I
was wet-farting liquid shit all over for days.
I wanted a shower, but it took a day and a half
to get permission, and wanted to keep a log,
but that was not permitted. Every hour or so,
they took a large blood sample (not just a
finger-poke to check blood sugar for diabetes),
plus every hour or two they presented me with
legal papers asking that I consent to stay there
permanently. I wanted a lawyer but was
denied. I eventually threatened to sue, but did
not lose my temper, gently delivering that
message.
I attended every group therapy session offered,
but none were on my mental or social level. I
got examined by a physician who knew who I
was, and she put a huge amount of love into
me, which helped.
Then, I finally got to see a psychiatrist, Dr.
John Allen, M.D., from La Mesa. He invited me
in, sat me down, and asked what medicines I
was taking. I told him I was on Strattera, and
he refused to allow that, even though abrupt
withdrawl almost always causes suicide. He
either didn’t know, or didn’t care. He wanted,
without ever interviewing me, to put me on a
Major Tranquilizer, used for psychosis.
Why? I asked. He told me I was Schizoidal or
Schizophrenic, so I asked what in my behavior
might indicate that. He told me that he was the
doctor, and I should trust his judgement. He
said that I was probably in and out of mental
hospitals my whole life. I told him that I was
never in one as a patient before, and that he
should look at my medical records. So, he
asked what Mental Health issues I was
suffering from, and I told him ADD, Attention
Deficit Disorder. He said that there is no such
Page Six disease. (In defense of Dr. Allen,

ADD can be considered a Religious or
Spirituality problem, as opposed to a mental
disease.) Just then, his cell phone rang, and
he spent the next 50 minutes on the phone,
helping his wife with her car that refused to
start. Keep in mind that at no time was I ever
interviewed. I have no idea what he may have
diagnosed me as in the end, but I diagnosed
him as being Extremely Incompetent. I
personally do better psychiatric work than that.
When it came time to release me, they would
not let me go unless and until I signed a legal
paper indicating that I cannot sue them. They
ended up holding me an extra 3 hours, past the
legal release time, until I threatened to sue for
Kidnapping and False Imprisonment. All of this
very calmly.
The experience took 4 months to recover from,
in which time I nearly really did commit suicide,
only as a result of this traumatic experience.
My original story, which I destroyed, ran 300
more pages, and was a hundred times more
graphic and horrific.
It looks to me like Promise Hospital had beds
open, and it was Dr. Allen’s job, along with
legal staff, to fill them. I am a Psychologist, a
Gnostic, and a professional, but how would an
ordinary person fare? This is all based upon
an article that I censored out of the San Diego
Homeless News in 2011. I wanted to ask that
both Dr. Allen and Promise Hospital receive a
license suspension.
Left out of this telling of the story are many
horrors, such as torture by electroshock
“therapy” meted out to those who disobey, and
a large number of people who claim that they
never had any mental illness until they went
there. The abuse of psychiatric drugs was
evident, and although a lot of folks were there
on a “5150” (Dangerous) hold, I found not one
person to actually be dangerous. Everyone
was being harassed by a neighbor, ex-spouse,
ex-friend, or ex-employer, or they made a
political statement that the government did not
like. 5150 is a very important law, but it needs
to not be funded by State or Federal funds, to
limit its abuse. The Arresting Agency should
have to pay all costs of enforcement.

A copy was sent to Promise Hospital prior to
publication, which is our custom. This e-mail
was received:
Hi John, Thank you for sending the attached
article. However, this is incorrect and
completely false information regarding our
hospital. I assume you will need a statement of
truth from our facility before you can publish
this material. Please contact me as soon as
you can. Kimberly Wade, Promise Healthcare,
Inc.
MY REPLY: I stand by what I wrote as the
absolute truth, as clearly as I can tell it. I would
welcome your side of the story, however. Dr.
John Kitchin, Ph.D. (Psychology), Publisher,
San Diego Homeless News. By the way, the
edition goes out today. (She is lucky that I
never published the original 300-page version!)

Censored Out!
From Jerry Ashton on Facebook: Protest
Singer Pete Seeger's FBI Files to be Released
Online. Even though the FBI claimed it had turned
over all its files on him to the NARA, Al Jazeera
located one file from the FBI’s Los Angeles field office
that consists of 13 pages from the mid-1960s and
early 1970s which contains news clippings, a
complaint form and a letter to the FBI from a member
of the public, underscoring how Seeger was seen as
a potential threat to national security.

Lunatics
Deb Mitchell, Director of Presbyterian Urban
Ministries, asked a focus group that we are
both in why there are suddenly so many more
lunatics (bipolars and schizophrenics) than
ever before. I had observed this problem, and
also wanted to know.
Mental Health
Administators said that the County programs,
called LIHP and CMS were over, and this was
part of the transition to ObamaCare. Okay, but
I also noticed many new recently-discharged
Militics (Military Lunatics), too, and even that
did not explain the upsurge. Page Seven

I hit the streets (unhoused) for a few days to
investigate, and found that an upturn in the use
of Spirituality (control dope) in the foods is also
to blame, plus our ever-worse economy.
Friends that had helped me to establish our
website, and helped publish the San Diego
Homeless News years ago were now severely
mentally ill as Bipolar or even Schizoid. Almost
made me cry, because these were welleducated, productive, extremely intelligent
people.
This is homelessness causing
permanent mental illness, because when being
homeless causes mental health problems that
are severe, there is no treatment, no cure, no
nothing. Very sad. Cry? No, kick some ass
with those abilities that I still possess. If I
were not a priest (Mexico) and a bishop (USA)
I could not handle any of this. I would be one
of them!

Making Me The Issue
There has always been a huge effort to
marginalize me, make me look stupid, or crazy,
or confused, or abnormal, or whatever. When I
speak at City Council meetings, City makes
sure
that
there
are
Schizophrenics
"representing the homeless" who speak just
before I do, for example. At meetings, I get
insulted regularly and repeatedly. After taking
a nice shower, shaving, and putting on fresh
clothing, some people hold their nose and say,
"Homeless stink!" I even get interfered with
Spiritually (Gnosis, Tantra, Spirituality, Al Halal,
Medical Term, not Religious) is used to
interfere when I am speaking, breaking my
train of thought, in an attempt to make me look
incoherent.

intelligent and telling the truth. I keep
photographic records of who the Mason Agents
are, and have moles in their Cabal as well.
Three weeks after I began publishing this
newspaper, years ago, there was an attempt to
kill me, which resulted in certain individuals
and one Cabal group becoming identified as
the perpetrators.
At a recent meeting of civic leaders one of
them suggested that I suffer from Multiple
Personality Disorder. I do not like it when I get
insulted, but can I fire back, insulting a
community leader? Not a good tactic. As it
turns out, all that it proved is that he has no
idea what that disease consists of. Room filled
with very intelligent people. I suffer from no
mental illness except ADD, Attention Deficit
Disorder, and that is not even usually
considered a mental illness. It is caused by
consuming too much control-dope in the food
you eat.

SIP, HOT, PERT = Mental
Abuses
The problem with SIP (Serial Inebriate
Program), HOT (Homeless Outreach Team)
and PERT (Psychiatric Emergency Response
Team) is that they rely upon incorrect data and
assumptions, incorrect conclusions, and
propaganda that universities teach as the truth,
even though it is based upon false, fake, and
rigged "studies" of the situation. Any of the
homeless can set you straight as to what is
really true, not just me. I am just easier to
read.

SIP assumes housing to be more important
And, all throughout, those who cannot put forth
an argument instead try to make me the
argument, as if this is all about me, which it is
not. I am just not that important. The
Freemasons have their agents Downtown,
posing as homeless, pointing their fingers at
me and shouting, "There goes a lunatic!" They
don't understand that that doesn't work, and
people know who and what I am. The
homeless know that I'm very Page Eight

than escape via alcohol. An alcoholic with no
booze will find other things, maybe turning to
heroin, cocaine, shoplifting, sex with children,
weightlifting, tennis, or video games. Many
escapes are bad, but not all of them are.
Escape, yes. Housing, maybe. If you do not
control the new behavior that is substituted for
the alcohol, it is your fault that we have a new
child molester or bank robber. Any of these
people can be made into a workaholic,

substituting in hard work instead of booze. Are
we doing that? Of course not, because society
is too stupid.

HOT assumes that police contact can be
perceived by the homeless as less than lifethreatening. San Diego Police are famous for
separating
the
homeless
from
their
possessions by taking them (but not their
belongings) to jail, and then what they have is
either stolen or gets trashed by the City.
People lose their family burial urns, photos,
artwork, everything. In addition, all of us have
seen cops shoot and kill fellow homeless,
without even talking to them first, and then
laugh about it and not get prosecuted. So, for
us, police are paid cold-blooded killers. Having
police nearby, we fear for our lives. Are they
ordered to kill me today? Paranoid? Fear,
rational fear, is not Paranoia. Police are
believed whenever they lie, and we all know
that. We are also all victims of that. I have
suggested that San Diego Fire and Rescue
should operate HOT because homeless do not
fear Fire Fighters as paid killers, plus
homelessness is something to be rescued
from, not prosecuted for.
Would a
synagogue allow security officers to wear Nazi
uniforms? What if they called them "Nazi
Outreach Ambassadors"? See my point? The
uniform of a killer denotes a killer, even though
this particular person may not be one.

PERT needs to realize that most psychiatric
"emergencies" are fake ones, made up by the
person or those attempting to harass them.
PERT is long on college and book knowledge,
short on reality training. Incompetent, but
trying really hard. County should hire
homeless and ex-homeless for PERT, because
homeless can see right thru the bull and make
a valid decision as to safety. We need to be
able to do this, evaluating everyone new
constantly, or be shot or stabbed ourselves.
Your "experts" lack this ability, and as a victim
of PERT personally, I can attest to this. If you
were to choose your personnel based upon
what they know and are able to do, instead of

who they are related to or their placement in
the Mormon and Jewish hierarchies of societal
rank, you would have far better results.
Government is too corrupt to do it the right
way, especially at the San Diego County level.
PERT is San Diego County, of course,
pretending to be a nonprofit organization. Am I
making sense to you at County, or do you
have your heads buried in the sand, per
usual? People depend upon me for a nobullshit analysis of reality. If you want the Fairy
Tale News Hour, watch FOX (FAUX Fictional
News.) Page Nine, END.

